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Message From

Managing Director

O

ctober 08 will always be remembered in the history of
Pakistan not only for the disastrous earth quake which
resulted in thousands of fatalities but also for the
exemplary show of solidarity, unity and humanity displayed by
the nation. As soon as the television channels started reporting
the loss caused by the quake, the nation went into a state of
shock initially while the pain of those who lost their loved ones in
the t e r r i b l e d i s a s t e r w a s f e l t b y one and all. People of
Pakistan literally poured in everything to help the fellow countrymen in northern Pakistan. The world was overwhelmed by the
spirit of compassion.
The events that followed the earthquake set a precedent that
with unity and commitment to the cause we can overcome even
the gravest of the challenges. All of us, at SNGPL, have lessons
to learn from this tragic event. Most important thing to learn is
that one should not bow down to such challenges instead it must
be taken as an opportunity to introspect. Once the mistakes are
realized one should device solutions to rectify them. Blaming
someone for the present challenges can be an easy option but it
only increases the intensity of crisis.
My approach to any problem is also the same and I would also
suggest my colleagues to follow the same if you want the
Company to emerge successful from all kind of challenges,
particularly taking into account that the Company is now moving
into a competitive environment. Work with commitment; keep on
improving your skills; dedicate all your energies; and make integrity the key principle. Never let fear of failure divert your attention
away from your goals. Keep focused and keep your spirits high.
Together we are going to rise again, soon.

“Games are won by players who focus on

the playing field – not by those whose eyes
are glued to the scoreboard.”

Warren Buffet (Renowned businessman)
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Editor’s Note

A

ny organization which is keen on maintaining its success
has strong belief in capacity building of its employees. It
won’t be wrong to say that no company can survive in
these competitive times without empowering its workforce with
up-to-date business knowledge. These are one of the few
reasons behind SNGPL’s strong emphasis over regular training
of its employees. Formation of Sui Northern Gas Training Institute (SNGTI) was also aimed at achieving similar goals and the
institute has undoubtedly contributed towards building up
capacity of the employees to combat challenges which arise
with time. To further highlight the role of SNGTI, ‘The Pride’ has
dedicated a section for the trainings conducted at the institute.
Also from this month, ‘The Pride’ will focus on activities of one
technical department every month in order to highlight the efforts
being made by them to ensure that the national economy, which
is highly dependent on natural gas, continues to prosper and that
our kitchens are never devoid of natural gas. We have begun this
series with ‘Corrosion Control Center’ which plays a key role in
the working of cathodic protection system on the Company’s
underground network.
SNGPL, apart from fueling the country’s economy, has always
taken initiatives for supporting the national talent. Today we feel
proud to say that many of the legend international Pakistani
cricketers are part of SNGPL in domestic cricket. One of them,
Azhar Ali, Captain of Pakistan’s one-day cricket team, recently
scored triple century in a test match against West Indies. Azhar
has brought good name for the country. And it’s not just cricket
but SNGPL has also supported national players in other games
too because for us any success which earns good name for Pakistan is our success.
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C OVERING SNGPL LIKE NE VER BEF ORE

COMING NEXT MONTH...
Compression Department

Focusing one department every month, 'The Pride' will
take you on a journey to explore more about the critical role of Compression Department in ensuring the
uninterrupted supply of natural gas.

Employee

of the Month

Have you or any of your colleagues made it to the list
of the Company's star employees as yet? Check out
next month!

Haven't got this month's copy of 'The Pride'? contact Media Affairs Department, 2nd floor, Shaheen Complex. You can

also read the newsletter online at: www.sngpl.com.pk, or just scan the QR Code on the cover page from your smart
phone to read 'The Pride' anywhere anytime.
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Cover Story

Corrosion
Control Centre
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Cover Story
Ahmad Jawad Khan

C

athodic Protection is a
technique that retards the
attack of corrosion on an
underground metallic structure by
converting it into cathode. The CP
Technique works on principle of
Direct Current Circuit, therefore a DC
source is essentially required. Transformer Rectifier Unit is the cheapest
and variable output source for
Cathodic Protection. At the moment,
SNGPL is operating more than 1600
CP Stations on its pipeline network
and almost 60 to 80 new CP Stations
are being added annually to protect
the existing and new pipelines. T/R
Unit fabrication workshop was
established to meet the demand of
the company.
Transformer Rectifier Unit and
Instrument Repair Workshop are
part of SNGPL’s Corrosion Control
Centre at Kot Lakhpat Industrial
Area Lahore. The facility is ISO
9001:2008 certified for Quality
Management Systems and OHSAS
18001:2007 and ISO 14001:2004
certified for HSE management
system. It is the only facility of its

kind in the country and SNGPL
takes pride of its skilled and dedicated staff working there.
The Corrosion Control Centre
houses Material Control Section,
T/R Unit Fabrication Shop, T/R
Unit Repair Shop and Instrument
Repair Shop. The journey starts
with procurement of almost 41
items for fabrication i.e. indenting,
t e c h n i c a l v e t t i n g , testing and
maintaining the stock. After receipt
of material, winding, core making
and fabrication of transformer is
done. The components are fixed in
t h e h o u s i n g a n d fi n a l w i r i n g
connections are made. The fabricated units are quality tested in
accordance with applicable parameters and record maintained as per
ISO Standards. At present, the
centre’s annual production is around
80 units however the same can be
increased as per requirement.
After installation at CP Stations,
these T/R Units operate 24 hours a
day and 365 days a year, therefore,
faults occur in the units. The minor
faults are rectified on site by the
Company’s area teams and major
faults are rectified at the T/R Unit

A SNGPL worker doing pipeline survey to assess
the CP Level with the most modern equipment.

Repair Workshop. All the units
received at workshop are repaired
as
soon
as
possible
and
dispatched back. On average
SNGPL repairs up to 200 units
annually at the facility.
Instrument Workshop forms an
integral part of the facility. Different
equipments are used in the field for
monitoring and maintenance of CP
System and Pipeline Integrity
Assessment Surveys. These equipments are used in the field and
develop different faults due to
rigorous usage. The faulty gadgets
are repaired at the instrument shop
on priority basis and returned back
to sites.
The workshops at Corrosion Control Centre are playing pivotal role
in the working of CP System on
underground network by providing
low cost and readily available quality services. SNGPL is proud of its
team working in the workshop of
national significance.
The writer is Chief Engineer
(Corrosion) at Corrosion Control
Center, Lahore.

An employee repairing a T/R Unit at the
Corrosion Control Center
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On - Site

The Team that Works to Serve the Nation

The pipeline operations teams from Faisalabad HQ (T) and SMS-II
Lahore were involved in the operation despite the Eid-ul-Azha holidays.
Transmission Department

I

n order to provide gas supply to
Quaid-e-Azam Power P l a n t
(Capacity 1180 MW) at Bhikkhi,
a hot tap operation was essentially
required on 16"dia loop line at MP
50.70 (B2 Bhikkhi to B3 Shahdara
Segment). The activity was scheduled on the second day of
Eid-ul-Azha keeping in view the
downstream load requirements
during the Hot welding and
Tapping operation.
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The 16"dia loop line was isolated
on the first day of Eid from B2
Valve Assembly to MP-59.91
Valve Assembly in order to reduce
the pressure up to 500 psig
required for hot welding of
stopple Tee on the pipeline. The
Hot welding of Stopple Tee and
Hot tapping Operation w a s
successfully completed on 14 September i.e. Eid second day, and
transmission
system
restored
accordingly. All the HSE norms
and practices were p ro p e r l y

followed during
operation.

the

whole

The pipeline operations teams
from Faisalabad HQ (T) and
SMS-II Lahore were involved in
the
operation
despite
the
Eid-ul-Azha holidays. Their coordinated efforts turned it into a
successful operation. This would
help in provision of gas supply to
Quaid-e-Azam Power Plant which
would in turn produce and add 1180
MW electricity in the National Grid.

Employee

of the Month
Corrosion Control

Top Performer

Muhammad Rizwan
Sub Engineer
(Multan – T)

His contribution for the Pipeline Integrity Management (PIM) Programme is remarkable where he
arranged excavation, inspection, coating repair and
backfilling after NDT inspections on total of 74
inspection points in minimum time despite the odd
weather conditions and the month of Ramzan. His
efforts led to success in NDT inspection which is an
integral part of the PIM Programme.

HR Services

Top Performer
Masood Mukhtar
Senior Officer
(Faisalabad - T)

He has been vigilant about medical services being
extended to the employees through effective monitoring of the Company medical officers.

HR Services

Treasury

Best Performer

Top Performer

Muhammad Arshad
Superintendent
(Islamabad – D)

Mudassar Hussain
Supervisor Accounts
(Gujranwala)

He plays vital role in clearing the amount in transit
and excess credit while punching the pending
amounts.

IT/MIS (September)

Top Performer

Saad Jamil
Executive Officer
(System Administrator)

He was assigned to investigate an incident related
to gas discharge of FM200, a fire suppression
system at Islamabad. He acted promptly and
reported the matter to HSE Department while coordinating with the service provider for timely refill of
the cylinder.

He highlighted the cases of misuse of free gas
facility and arranged for disconnection in those
cases.

HR Services

Best Performer
Saba Anwer
Officer
(Faisalabad – D)

She identified and rectified different anomalies in
Oracle database pertaining to Faisalabad Region.
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Employee
of the Month
IT/MIS (August)

Telecom

Top Performer

Top Performer

Hafiz Shahid Mateen
Assistant Computer
Operator (Ops.)

Faisal Raisham Khan
Executive Engineer
(Wah)

In addition to the regularly assigned duties, he
supervised the team in installation and commissioning of new multiplexers in 14 repeater stations in
just five days. Moreover he also efficiently managed
traffic shifting activity from old to the newly installed
multiplexers with minimum possible outage time in
Wah Area.

Stores

As the focal person for ERP Inventory Module, he
has put marvelous efforts in closing of June 2016
activities during weekend and Eid holidays. His
untiring efforts led to timely closure of June 2016
period.

Billing

Best Performer

Top Performer
Muhammad Amjad Yousaf
Supervisor Billing
(Faisalabad - D)

Naveed Ahmed
Senior Officer
(Gujranwala – D)

Due to his commitment, the milestone of shifting
from manual to computer based MR/MRV has been
achieved in a short time.

Billing

Stores

Best Performer
Raja Badar
Computer Operator
(Head Office)

During the month of August, he processed 209
transportation bills amounting to Rs 97 million
while clearing 76 Local Purchase Requisition (LPR)
and preparation of Daily Store Stock Report on a
regular basis.
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He has been assigned the responsibility of Commercial/ Special Domestic Billing and every month
he highlights number of cases resulting in booking
of under-billing volume to the consumer.

Best Performer
Abdur Raheem
Meter Reader
(Abbottabad)

SHe read a total of 5,295 meters during the last
month and accurately reported anomalies. None of
bill based on his readings had to be revised.

Employee
of the Month
Metering

Billing

Top Performer

Top Performer
Aziz Khan
Compliance Officer
(Abbottabad)

His efforts led to booking of theft volume of
1186.39Hm3 and its recovery. Also he worked
tirelessly to bring down outstanding amounts and
consequently 25 per cent reduction, both in
domestic and special domestic arrears was
witnessed.
Projects Department

Top Performer

Chaudhry Asif Shamim
Senior Engineer (PL)
(Multan – T)

As per the management’s directives, it was decided to
increase the daily allocation of system gas up to 150
MMCFD which was beyond the installed measurement capacity of 75 MMFCD. In this situation the
department was left with no option but to replace the
existing facility on immediate basis using indigenous
resources. This task was satisfactorily performed by
him in the shortest possible time while reconciling the
daily gas flow in order to ensure accurate measurement of gas as per standard.

HR

Khalid Nawaz
Senior Engineer
(Lachi)

He carried out construction activities of the
assigned pipe line in rice cultivation area at a
high progress rate and achieved welding progress of 120 joints in a day which is over 1.25km
of 18” dia pipeline.

Treasury

Best Performer
Shuja Zaheer
Supervisor Accounts

Due to his devotion towards his job, long outstanding amounts of Faisalabad Region as well as other
regions in Head Office reconciliation were resolved.
He possesses excellent knowledge on reconciliation of outstanding amounts.

Best Performer
Sheikh Amjad Ali
Superintendent

He has contributed in scrutiny of documents for
processing of casual engagement approvals on
time and has managed the record quite well.

HR

Best Performer
Raja Umer Baig
(Head Office)

He extended support in timely and efficient
disposal and follow up of cases in hand.
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Employee
of the Month
Engineer

Best Performer

Telecoms

Best Performer
Najam Amier Kazmi
Sub-Engineer
(Faisalabad)

Muhammad Umair
Sub-Engineer

He exceeded target of domestic vigilance
(7,470 against a target of 2,900). He also
achieved target of disconnection against 100
per cent tempered cases and timely forwarded
the load survey to Billing Department.

Operations

He has played instrumental role in installation
and commissioning of new PABX Project at
Faisalabad. His excellent technical skills and
dedication has been of great help for the team
in implementation of SIP/VOIP services on
existing DMC Network.

Quality Assurance

Top Performer

Top Performer
Muhammad Jamil Shaheen
Superintendent
(Multan – D)

Besides contributing in reduction of UFG, he
has prepared a comprehensive program after
working on Active Consumer List/ DRD List/
Schedule Replacement/ Vigilance Reports. He
also booked pressure factor on CC&B of 2,700
consumers in two days.

Sales

Best Performer

Jamil Rasheed
Executive Engineer
(Multan – D)

As Incharge Sadiqabad Camp, he set parameters
for automatic welding process in coordination with
Project Department which resulted in reduction in
welding defects. As Incharge Multan Region he
successfully carried out screening of welders and
fitters. Some of the welders and fitters who were
initially disqualified were trained and consequently
they were able to qualify the test.

Sales

Best Performer
Aamir Hayat
Officer (Sales)
Rawalpindi (D)

Being a promising Sales Officer he has met all
sales targets. He has shown top professionalism by motivating his sales force and exercising
effective work strategy. He has played excellent
role in effective communication and coordination between the Head Office and the region.
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Sajjad Haider
Superintendent
(Sales)
Lahore East (D)
He has dispensed massive chunk of pending
S.As while playing significant role in application
of CC&B in line with the Company's goals and
objectives.

Little
Angels

Allah Has blessed Awais
Ahmad (Assistant Billing,
Billing Department, Head
Office) with a son who is
named Muhammad Hasnat.

Achievements
Hafiz Abdul Rehman son of
Manzoor Ahmad Shaheen,
Secretary to GM (HSE),
passed F.Sc examination
from BISE Lahore securing
972 (88.37 per cent) marks.

Zeeshan Manzoor son of
Manzoor Ahmad Shaheen,
Secretary to GM (HSE),
passed F.Sc Part-I
examination from BISE
Lahore securing 480 (95
per cent) marks.

Mother of Mehmood Zia Ahmad, Senior General Manager (Engineering Services), passed away on
08 November 2016.
Father-in-Law of Farrukh Majeed Bala, General Manager (HSE), passed away on 05 October 2016.
Grandfather of Shahzad Ahmad Awan, Chief Audit Officer – Head Office, passed away on 17 October 2016.
THE PRIDE 13

Superannuations
Muhammad Ali Khan Rana, General Manager
(LS) retired recently after serving the Company
for more than 34 years. A farewell ceremony
was held in his honour at the Head Office
which was attended by MD SNGPL Amjad Latif
and senior management of the Company.

Haq Nawaz, Technical Officer
(Transmission), Lahore retired
after serving the Company for
more than 37 years.

Muhammad
Ghaffar Hashmi
Superintendent (stores),
Multan - D

Syed Mussarat Hussain Zaidi
Supervisor Mechanic Garage
(Transmission), Multan - T

Nadeem Ahmad
Senior Inspector Meter
Reader (Billing), Lahore
East - D

Muhammad Riaz
Superintendent (HR),
Head Office

Mehboob Ahmad Bajwa
Superintendent Admin (LS),
Rawalpindi – D

Muhammad Sayab
Dy. Foreman Instrument Mechanic Metering (Transmission), Wah

Ghulam Mustafa
Assistant Incharge
Computer Operator
(Audit), Islamabad - D
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Said Ahmad
Sr. Supervisor Computer
Operator (Distribution),
Sargodha - D

AZHAR ALI
302*
SUI NORTHERN GAS PIPELINES LIMITED
For any kind of information & complaints call our Helpline 1199

www.sngpl.com.pk
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Trainings
Sui Northern Gas Training Institute (SNGTI) holds a number of training programs
every month aimed at enhancing the capacity of the Company’s workforce. Let’s
have a look at the sessions held during the month of October at the institute.

Participants of a certification course on welding skills.
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Participants of a training program for ‘Helper Trade Test’
working under supervision of the Executive Engineer (QA).

Events
ItAIS
Conference
2016
Successful adoption of Information Systems forms an integral
part of an organization such as
SNGPL. In this context Dr Zafar
Mahmood Alvi, SGM (IT/MIS)
presented a re s e a rc h p a p e r
"Implementing Enterprise Systems
in Large State-Owned Utilities: A
Case Study" at the ItAIS Conference 2016 held in Verona, Italy.
He was accompanied by Misbah
Mehboob Awan, Officer (IT/MIS).
The paper focused on the
implementation of Enterprise

Software in large corporate entities highlighting that it is fraught
with risks and challenges. While
presenting SNGPL’s case study
we shared the critical challenges faced during implementation
of ERP and the strategies used
to cope with them. The outcome
is a project that was on time and
within budget and has now
become part of our corporate
environment. Process visibility
is one major benefit of implementing enterprise systems in

such a huge organization and it
has significantly improved our
turn-around time to meet the
challenging requirements.
Research papers from Italy,
France, UK, and USA were also
presented at the conference.
Audience took great interest in
SNGPL’s case study and various
options for collaborative work
with SNGPL were discussed. The
event provided an excellent
opportunity to bring SNGPL to
the global IT map.

Internal
Auditors
Conference
The Management of SNGPL fully
recognizes importance of development of technical and functional capacity of the human
resources of the organization and
is always forthcoming in providing opportunities for continuous
professional development in their
respective professions.Recently
Shahzad Ahmad Awan, Chief
Audit Officer and Mohsina Ikram,
Senior Audit Officer represented

SNGPL at the Internal Auditors
Conference held in Dubai, UAE.
The key areas covered by the
conference are evolution of internal auditors roles and responsibilities; deconstruction of today’s
fraud for tomorrow’s controls;
and reinforcement of internal
auditors role in corporate governance and risk paradigm. Theconference discussed a number
of emerging challenge s

faced by the professionals to
explore their possible solutions.
Besides sharing current internal
auditing practices and understanding
of
internal
audit
issues/ risks and remedies,
practical experiences of the
internal auditors in their respective organizations to resolve
these challenges were also
discussed at length.
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Federal Minister for Railways Khwaja Saad Rafiq called on MD SNGPL Amjad Latif
at his office.

Federal Minister for Parliamentary Affairs Sheikh Aftab Ahmad
met with DMD (Services) Amer Tufail and the senior
management at the Gas House.
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A delegation of All Pakistan Textile Mills Association (APTMA)
met with MD SNGPL Amjad Latif at the Head Office.

Briefs
Beautifying
our
surroundings
Umair Ashraf
Corporate Social Responsibility is
an effective modern day tool to
work for the social wellbeing of the
people residing particularly within
an organization’s area of operations. SNGPL, being a socially
responsible organization strives in
achieving excellence by contributing towards a better and socially
responsible society.
Recently SNGPL was approached
by the local government of Rawalpindi with the proposal for renovation of the famous Fawara Chowk
which connects more than eight
roads and can be regarded as the
city centre of Rawalpindi. Detailed
dialogue was held with the local
gover nment on the proposal in

order to ensure that monument is
revived without affecting its
historical importance.
Estimated cost for the the
proposed renovation was Rs 2.175
million which was approved by the
SNGPL Management. Local Government of Rawalpindi has authorized Parks and Horticulture Authority (PHA), Rawalpindi for execution
of the task. The cheque for the
purpose was handed over at a
ceremony held at Regional Office,
Rawalpindi. The ceremony was

attended by Muhammad Zahoor,
General Manager, Rawalpindi; Dr
Malik Abid Mahmood, Director General P.H.A, Rawalpindi; Chief Engineer (D), Rawalpindi; Senior Admin
Officer Rawalpindi; and HSE Team.
In his brief speech, Muhammad
Zahoor, GM, Rawalpindi, highlighted
the salient features of SNGPL CSR
Policy and emphasized completion
of the renovation work in least possible time without compromising on
the quality of work.

The writer is Executive Engineer
(HSE) at Islamabad – (D).

SNGPL extends
cooperation to
serve mankind
SNGPL recently announced
sponsorship of Blood Screening Kit for Sundas Foundation.
Sundas Foundation is a charitable organization affiliated with
Thalassaemia
International
Federation, and world Hemophilia Federation. Sundas Foundation provides free of cost medicines and blood screening facility
for all fatal diseases like Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, HIV, and PPR.

A special ceremony was held recently
for award of Cheque to Sundas Foundatin. Asma Maqbool,Executive
Engineer,
HSE
Department,
handed over a cheque of Rs
250,000 to Munnu Bhai, Chairman
Board of Management, Sundas

Foundation. Asma Maqbool also
interacted with the families of the
Thalassaemia
and
Hemophilia
patients, who were admitted there.
Munnu Bhai and the staff of
Sundas
Foundation
thanked
SNGPL for the cooperation.
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Mock Exercise
Preparing
for the
Emergencies
Muhammad Hasnaat Ahmad

A

comprehensive mock drill
& practical training on
“Bomb Threat Response,
Evacuation, Rescue, Fire Fighting and First Aid” was carried
out on 27.09.2016 at Corrosion
Control Centre Kot Lakhpat
Lahore, in coordination with
Civil Defence department, in
order to enhance the capacity
building & emergency preparedness of staff in case of any
emergency situation.

•Training & practical demo by
Civil Defence staff through practical demo of first aid treatment to
the rescued person.

•Training & practical demo by
Civil Defence staff on “Bomb
Threat” response.

through lectures & practical
demonstrations. HSE Engineer
from Head office also witnessed
the event. All staff of Corrosion
Control
Centre
&
Material
•Fire fighting drill carried out
Inspection Shop participated in
through practical demonstration
the drill & practical training quite
of AFFF, DCP & CO2 Fire extinenthusiastically.
guishers.

•Training & practical demo by
Civil Defence staff by rescuing
one “supposedly unconscious”
person from roof top.

At each of above mentioned
steps, qualified instructors of
Civil Defence carried on practical training of SNGPL staff

•Evacuation of staff was carried
out.
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The writer is Senior Engineer
(Corrosion).

Make Extra Cash
by Selling Online
Almost anyone can be an online
seller. Most bidding sites involve
setting up an online profile,
which is then ranked by other
users based on your performance and reputation as a seller
and buyer. Things taken into
consideration include: Do you
dispatch items on time? Are
your items as described? The
more you play by the site’s rules,
the more likely people are to buy
from you.
What do you have lying around
the house?
Selling online can be a great
reason to spring-clean. Rather
than throwing items away, consider selling online. New items,
branded goods, rare commodities or job lots generally sell the
best. Research similar items on
sites such as eBay, eBid, Gumtree and OLX. It’s amazing what
people are willing to purchase
second-hand.
Do you have a good title and
description?
When you’re compiling your
description and title, ask yourself, “How will people search for

my item?” If you’re selling a
Bosch drill, it’s no good using
the title “Tool for drilling”.
“Brand-new,
working
Bosch
drill” will sell much better.
Always be honest, as even when
you admit an item is faulty, you’ll
be amazed at how many people
are still interested. Including the
measurements of items where
appropriate is also helpful for
buyers.

also vital Services such as eBay
will allow you to upload 12
photos free of charge. Taking
photos outside can ensure good
lighting while a plain background will help your item stand
out. Be sure to capture any
imperfections so buyers know
exactly what they’re getting.

Courtesy: Readers Digest Asia

A good-quality photograph is

• Natural gas was formed deep under the earth about 100 million years ago.
• There are more than 2.1 million miles of underground gas pipelines across the United
States.
• More than half of all the homes in the United States use natural gas - almost 62 million
families.
• In 200 B.C., people in China used natural gas to make salt.
• In 1816, gas was first used to light street lamps in Baltimore, Maryland.
• Natural gas is lighter than air.
• Natural gas is colorless and odorless. Utility companies add mercaptan that smells like
rotten eggs to help make gas leaks easier to notice.
• Natural gas is measured in British Thermal Units (Btus), which measures the heat content.
• One kitchen match gives off about one Btu of heat. The burner on a big gas stove, like in
the picture to the right, might give off more than 15,000 Btus.
• When natural gas is cooled to 260 degrees below zero, it changes from a gas into a liquid.
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Tech News
On Monday, the company widely
launched a new enterprise
version of Facebook called
“Workplace“ to support chat
and collaboration within businesses. More than 1,000 organizations currently use the tool,
previously known as ”Facebook
at Work.” With features that
resemble Facebook’s main app,
Workplace lets users post about
their work, follow a feed of
colleagues’ updates, discuss
projects in groups or watch a
live video broadcast by a company
executive.
Workplace
accounts are ad-free and are
separate from users’ personal
Facebook accounts, and vice
versa, which should alleviate
concerns among some companies that the app might detract
from productivity. Workplace
also looks different from Facebook’s main app with a more
subdued, gray color scheme.
Facebook faces a host of competitors in the business messaging space, from Slack, to Microsoft’s Yammer and Jive by Jive
Software. (Microsoft recently
showed interest in further intertwining enterprise software and
social networks through its bid
to purchase LinkedIn.) But,
Facebook’s broad global exposure — nearly a quarter of the
world’s population is a monthly
Facebook user and 60 million
companies actively maintain a
Facebook Page – should help
propel adoption of the new tool
in the crowded space. Companies will likely also be attracted
to the simplicity of the tool,
which works like Facebook’s
main app and requires minimal
training, unlike many other
enterprise options.
Workplace will create a new
revenue stream for Facebook,
which primarily generates sales
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Facebook Unveils ‘Workplace'

Facebook doesn’t only want to be a network for friends.
from advertising. While the tool
is free for nonprofits and educational institutions, other organizations pay a monthly rate
based on the number of monthly
active users: Businesses pay $3
per employee for the first 1,000
employees, $2 per employee for
1,001 to 10,000 users and $1
per employee for more than
10,000
users.
The
service
includes unlimited file, photo
and video storage and unlimited
groups. (By comparison, Slack
offers a free version of its software along with two packages –
one that costs $6.67 and one
that costs $12.50).
“Workplace will help more companies create the kind of open
culture that encourages people
to connect and share,” Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said
in a post on Monday, describing
organizations’ feedback about
the tool as “very positive.”
“People do their best work when

they have more knowledge of
what’s going on at their company, and people work together
better when they understand
their colleagues,” Zuckerberg
added.
Facebook first started testing
Facebook at Work in January
last year after receiving interest
from organizations about Facebook’s own internal communication system, which became the
building blocks for Workplace.
Facebook said Workplace is
designed to support a wide
range of organizations, from
large companies to international
nonprofits and teams that spend
much of their time in the field or
on mobile phones. Starbucks,
Booking.com and Danone are
among the companies using the
tool, along with nonprofits such
as Oxfam and YES Bank in India.
The top five countries using the
tool are India, the U.S., Norway,
U.K. and France.

(Kathleen Chaykowski, Forbes)

An employee repairing a T/R Unit at the
Corrosion Control Center
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